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INTRODUCTION

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

Targeted integration (TI) allows for fast and reproducible genetic modification of well-characterized previously tagged host cells thus
generating producer cells with predictable qualities. Concurrently, timelines are cut by 50% compared to random integration (RI) based
cell line development. In contrast to commonly low productivities of cell lines generated by TI, we developed a system for CHO cells
that leads to productivities of >1 g/L within weeks using the TurboCellTM platform.
The system is based on CHO K1 cells that have been tagged with a GFP expression construct flanked by recombinase target sites.
Following GFP-based FACS enrichment and cloning of the tagged cells, >4000 clones were screened for growth, productivity, GFP
expression stability, and integration status of the GFP expression cassette. The best clones were selected to be used as “Master
TurboCell” (MTC) host cell lines for recombinant cell line development.

Within 3 weeks upon transfection and TI, producer cell pools were FACS sorted to purities of >95%. These cells were suited for
high quality recombinant protein material production in fed batch runs with >1 g/L IgG1. Clones generated thereof behaved similar
to the pools in terms of productivity and product quality, cell growth and metabolism. From analyzed clones a mean of 89% showed
successful RMCE with no unintended random integration. Cellular properties and productivities of the clones were as expected,
and variations between different clones were marginal. Thus the TurboCellTM system reduces clone screening efforts to a minimum,
allowing the simultaneous production of multiple recombinant proteins in stable CHO cells with optimal use of resources. This
makes the TC system an interesting tool for candidate screening and early-phase of material production even in large-scale setups.

RESULTS
The TurboCellTM principle – Targeted Integration by Recombinase Mediated Cassette Exchange (RMCE)
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The figure above schematically shows the procedure of Recombinase Mediated Cassette
Exchange (RMCE) as it takes place during the generation of a producer TurboCellTM (PTC)
from a Master TurboCellTM (MTC). A TurboCellTM expression plasmid containing a gene of
interest (GOI) expression cassette flanked by two different recombinase recognition sites is
co-transfected into the MTC with a plasmid encoding the recombinase enzyme required for
RMCE. Following transfection both plasmids enter the MTC‘s nucleus where transcription of
the recombinase starts. The recombinase now facilitates the exchange of the GFP gene used
to tag the MTC by the newly introduced GOI, which are both flanked by the same recombinase
recognition sites. Thus, the GOI is stably introduced into the same genomic spot as the GFP
was situated before. During the following cultivation of the cell, the recombinase plasmid as
well as the exchanged – now episomal – GFP gene get degraded. Thus, the transcription and
expression of recombinase and GFP are stopped. After a few days the residual GFP located in
the cytosol gets degraded as well, so that the cells showing successful targeted integration
turn from green to colorless. They are now ready for enrichment by FACS analysis.
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Genomic DNA was prepared from clonal Producer TurboCellTM lines and digested with a restriction enzyme cutting the integrated tagging
vector into two pieces if RMCE was successful before. One fragment comprises vector internal sequences only, whereas the second fragment
stretches into the CHO derived sequences of the specific integration locus. As both fragments carry sequences of the CMV promotor, both
can be visualized using one single probe specific for the CMV promotor. Thus, two banding signals of pre-calculated size show up in case
of successfull RMCE (lanes not marked). Lanes showing more than two bands indicate clones with randomly integrated targeting vector
molecules in addition to the RMCE (lanes with red spots). Lanes marked with “MTC002” show the results for the parental MTC. Again, two
signals per lane are visible, but the size of the fragments is different to the size of the PTC clones due to the missing HC/LC sequences in
the MTC. Instead of HC/LC sequences, the MTC still contains the GFP-specific nucleotide sequences. The lane without a signal right of the
MTC002 shows the results for the CHO K1 negative control, followed by the HC/LC-expression plasmid control (one fat band). Lanes containing
DNA derived of the DNA ladder are marked with “L”, empty lanes are marked with an “E”.
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Cell line development using the TurboCellTM RMCE technology starts with cloning of the gene of interest into the TC expression vector backbone.
Subsequently, GFP expressing MTC cells are transfected with the expression vector. RMCE takes place shortly after transfection and cells are
cultivated to regain optimal fitness following the transfection and to allow the GFP of RMCE-positive cells to fade out. After about 1-2 weeks
of cultivation, the transfected pools are sorted by FACS and the GFP+ majority of the cells is discarded. The remaining colorless cell pools in
general comprise 90-99% white cells now expressing the GOI. Though regarded as pool, the producer TurboCells (PTC) at this stage can be seen
as genetic clones, referring to the identity of the GOI integration locus for all of the cells. Following FACS sorting, the PTC pools can be cloned
e.g. by limiting dilution and thus end up with real GOI expressing clones. Due to the high degree of similarity of all clones, the screening effort
to find the best clone can be limited to the range of 10-20 clones. Due to the speed of the system, the generation of large amounts of recombinant
material can be started within 3 weeks upon transfection. Recombinant material from clones can be produced another 6 weeks later.
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The table to the left shows that with a
mean of about 89% the vast majority of
the analyzed clones show a successful
RMCE following transfection of the MTC
with a relevant targeting vector.

Reproducible and predictable protein quality using TurboCellTM
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Expression of IgG1 using TurboCells in a stainless steel Bioreactor

10L Bioreactor (6L)

1L ShakeFlask (350ml)

A TurboCellTM clone producing IgG1 was used to test the feasibility of producer TurboCells (PTC) for fed-batch cultivation in a bioreactor
(red lines). The left figure shows the development of the viable cell concentration over time in a bioreactor at a cultivation volume of 6 liters. The
green lines indicate the results for two shake flasks of the same clone as tested in the bioreactor. As expected, maximum viable cell density
as well as the integral of viable cells were higher for the cells in the bioreactor compared to those in the shake flasks. This also resulted in
increased IgG1 titer levels for the cells cultivated in the bioreactor. The cell number achieved was about 13x10 6 cells in the bioreactor (approx.
0.9x10 6 in shake flasks) with a final product concentration on day 21 of about 1.1 g/L IgG1 on day 20. Cells were cultivated using Rentschler‘s
proprietary chemically defined medium as well as the ActiCHO (GE Healthcare) feed system.
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Pattern and amount of glycosylation are one of the most important quality criteria in recombinant protein production due to the massive effect of
the glycosylation on the functionality of the antibody. Thus, we analyzed the glyco patterns of various TC cell line development setups by Oligo
Map / 2-AB labelling and compared the influence of MTC, mAb type and pool versus clone stage. The idiograms above the graphs indicate the
analyzed glycostructures. The bars in the graphs indicate the percental distribution of the structures found for the samples analyzed. The pictures
to the left show the origin and relationship between the different samples. The first row compares three clones derived from one parental pool
of one defined MTC with each other and with the relevant parental pool. The middle row compares mAb material derived from two PTC pools
derived from different, non-related MTCs. The lower row compares two types of IgG1 antibodies expressed from PTC pools derived from the
same MTC. The figures show that clones derived from the same parental pool differ only slightly by their glyco pattern and are very similar to
their parental pool. Even if different antibodies are expressed from pools derived from the same MTC, the variation between the pools is within
the range of clones compared to each other. Significant variations in the glycopattern can only be detected if antibody material derived from
pools descendent from different, non-related MTC is compared (indicated by yellow arrows).

